STAY HOME

MAD LIBS

World's Greatest Word Game

Sample Mad Libs for Staying Inside!
A super silly way to fill in the _______!
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

AMUSEMENT PARKS

NOUN __________________________
ARTICLE OF CLOTHING__________________
ADJECTIVE________________________
ADJECTIVE________________________
NOUN __________________________
PLURAL NOUN ______________________
NOUN __________________________
ADJECTIVE________________________
TYPE OF FOOD ______________________
TYPE OF LIQUID _____________________
PART OF THE BODY __________________
PLURAL NOUN ______________________
PLURAL NOUN ______________________
ANIMAL __________________________
NOUN __________________________
An amusement park is always fun to visit on a hot summer **NOUN**. When you get there, you can wear your **ARTICLE OF CLOTHING** and go for a swim. And there are lots of **ADJECTIVE** things to eat. You can start off with a/an **ADJECTIVE**-dog on a/an **NOUN** with mustard, relish, and **PLURAL NOUN** on it. Then you can have a buttered ear of **NOUN** with a nice **ADJECTIVE** slice of **TYPE OF FOOD** and a big bottle of cold **TYPE OF LIQUID**. When you are full, it’s time to go on the roller coaster, which should settle your **PART OF THE BODY**. Other amusement park rides are the bumper cars, which have little **PLURAL NOUN** that you drive and run into other **PLURAL NOUN**, and the merry-go-round, where you can sit on a big **ANIMAL** and try to grab the gold **NOUN** as you ride past it.

MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

**BULL FIGHTING**

ADJECTIVE______________________________
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION________________
NOUN _________________________________
SPANISH WORD_________________________
ARTICLE OF CLOTHING_________________
SAME ARTICLE OF CLOTHING_____________
ADJECTIVE_____________________________
PART OF THE BODY_______________________
ANOTHER SPANISH WORD_______________
PLURAL NOUN __________________________
EXCLAMATION___________________________
ADJECTIVE_____________________________
PLURAL NOUN __________________________
Bullfighting is a/an ______________ sport which is very popular in _______________. A bullfighter is called a matador, and his equipment consists of a long, sharp ______________ called a/an ______________, and a bright red ______________. He waves his ______________ at the bull, which makes the bull ______________ and causes him to charge. The matador then goes through a series of ______________ maneuvers to avoid getting caught on the bull’s ______________. If the matador kills the bull, the spectators yell, “______________!” and throw their ______________ into the ring. If the bull wins, they yell “______________!” and call for another matador. Bullfighting is a very ______________ sport, but it will never be popular in America because Americans don’t believe in cruelty to ______________.
A super silly way to fill in the __________!
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you've created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

INTERNET INSPIRATION

ADJECTIVE _______________________
NOUN _______________________
NOUN _______________________
ADJECTIVE _______________________
VERB _______________________
PART OF THE BODY _______________________
PLURAL NOUN _______________________
A PLACE _______________________
NOUN _______________________
NUMBER _______________________
ADJECTIVE _______________________
ADJECTIVE _______________________
ADJECTIVE _______________________
NOUN _______________________
ADJECTIVE _______________________
VERB _______________________
NOUN _______________________
Whether chipping away at a/an _________ statue or stitching a patchwork _________, crafting is always a labor of _________. But sometimes the most _________ part of producing art is deciding what to _________ next! Luckily, the Internet can lend a helping _________. There are plenty of mood boards and photo _________ online to consult for inspiration. It doesn’t matter if you’re redesigning (the) _________, painting a/an _________, or hosting a dinner party for _________, the Internet will have plenty of _________ advice. And if you’re feeling _________, you can create your own _________ board and inspire dozens of followers with your _________ designs. With an infinite number of new projects to _________, the only challenge will be finding the _________ to complete them all!
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

TOTALLY TIE-DYED

PLURAL NOUN _______________________
CELEBRITY _______________________
ARTICLE OF CLOTHING _______________
ADJECTIVE _______________________
NOUN _______________________
PLURAL NOUN _______________________
ARTICLE OF CLOTHING _______________
VERB _______________________
PLURAL NOUN _______________________
TYPE OF LIQUID ____________________
ADJECTIVE _______________________
NOUN _______________________
VERB _______________________
ADJECTIVE _______________________
TYPE OF LIQUID ____________________
NOUN _______________________

In the 1960s, tie-dyed ___________ became a popular fashion fad after __________________ wore a psychedelic _______________ at a concert. Soon after, hippies donned this ___________ apparel while promoting peace and _______________. Today, anyone can create colorful _______________ in their own backyard. First, take a damp ___________ and roll the fabric, then tie it tight with some rubber ___________. Next, dip sections into vats of colored _______________. The longer it soaks, the more _______________ the colors become! Finally, soak your creation in a mixture of _______________ and vinegar. This tangy solvent helps ___________ the dye, keeping colors looking _______________ for years. And if tie-dye isn’t your cup of _______________, it might make a radical gift for that special _______________ in your life!
A super silly way to fill in the ______________!

PLURAL NOUN

concept created by Roger Price & Leonard Stern
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

**DOG DAYS**

VERB ENDING IN "ING" ____________________
PART OF THE BODY ______________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
VERB ________________________________
NOUN _______________________________
A PLACE _____________________________
ADVERB _____________________________
NOUN _______________________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
PART OF THE BODY _____________________
PART OF THE BODY _____________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
NOUN _______________________________
Have you always wondered what it’s like to be a dog?

7:00 a.m.: I wake up and my tummy is _____________. I bug my human by licking her _____________ until I get some _____________.

7:30 a.m.: Potty time! My human takes me outside to ____________ on a/an _____________.

8:00 a.m.: My human leaves to go to (the) _____________. I am sad and pout _____________.

9:00 a.m.: Naptime. I cuddle on my favorite ____________ and dream about chasing _____________.

6:00 p.m.: MY HUMAN IS HOME! FINALLY! I wag my ____________ back and forth, and give my human kisses on the _____________.

6:30 p.m.: My human takes me for a walk, and I sniff lots of _____________.

7:00 p.m.: Dinnertime! Eating ____________ is my favorite!

9:00 p.m.: I snuggle up next to my human and fall asleep, happy as a/an _____________.

From DOG ATE MY MAD LIBS® • Copyright © 2015 by Price Stern Sloan, an imprint of Penguin Group (USA) LLC, 345 Hudson Street, New York, NY 10014.
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

ODE TO THE MUTT

ADJECTIVE ________________________________
PART OF THE BODY _______________________
PLURAL NOUN ___________________________
PLURAL NOUN ___________________________
PLURAL NOUN ___________________________
NOUN _________________________________
PART OF THE BODY _______________________
NOUN _________________________________
NOUN _________________________________
A PLACE ________________________________
ANIMAL _______________________________
ADJECTIVE ______________________________
A little bit of this and a little bit of that, the mutt is a/an __________ mixed-breed pup that will warm your __________ and chase your __________ away. First of all, mutts are just like snowflakes—no two __________ are alike! Mutts come in all shapes and __________. Big ones, small ones, fluffy ones, and scruffy ones—there’s a mutt for every __________. Mutts have a special way of worming their way into your __________. There are millions of mutts in shelters that need your love and __________. They need your love more than the average __________, and they’ll love you to (the) __________ and back! So next time you are thinking about bringing home a new __________, consider adopting a/an __________ mutt!
A super silly way to fill in the ________!

PLURAL NOUN
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

PREPARE TO FIGHT!

ADJECTIVE ______________________________

VERB ENDING IN “ING” __________________

TYPE OF FOOD __________________________

NOUN __________________________________

VERB __________________________________

NUMBER __________________________________

VERB __________________________________

PART OF THE BODY (PLURAL) ____________

VERB __________________________________

TYPE OF FOOD __________________________

PLURAL NOUN __________________________

ADJECTIVE ______________________________

ADJECTIVE ______________________________

NOUN __________________________________

NOUN __________________________________

NOUN __________________________________

NOUN __________________________________

VERB __________________________________
Mario: What a/an ___day, eh Luigi? The perfect day for ___ some Koopas. The ___ Kingdom is crawling with them!

Luigi: You’re right about that, dear ___. I hope you’re ready to ___.

Mario: Ready? I’ve waited ___ years to ___ that scoundrel Bowser!

Luigi: Pipe down. He has ___ everywhere.

Mario: First, I’ll ___ and grab a/an ___. That’ll give me ___.

Luigi: And I’ll grab a/an ___ star. Then I’ll be the most ___ plumber of all time.

Mario: Remember we’re there to rescue Princess ___, Luigi. Once we do that we’ll be heroes!

Luigi: Then let’s slide down that pipe and save the ___!

Mario: That’s the spirit, brother! Get your ___ ready. It’s time to ___!
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you've created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

A LEGEND

NUMBER ______________________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
NOUN ________________________________
COLOR ________________________________
NOUN ________________________________
VERB ENDING IN "ING" __________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
NOUN ________________________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
FIRST NAME (FEMALE) __________________
NOUN ________________________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
VERB ________________________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
VERB ________________________________
Hidden within the Kingdom of Hyrule are _________ pieces of a/an _________ known as the Triforce. This _________ holds the key to defeating the evil warlord Ganon and _________ Princess Zelda. Only the heroic Link can save the day! He must use his _________ _________ to defeat _________ monsters and battle dark forces throughout the kingdom. Link will have to fight his way through the _________ Woods, Lake _________ and the famous Death _________! But first he’ll need to find the _________ Sword. Join Link as he collects _________ that will help him _________ his enemies. Help him as he discovers _________ dungeons and explores lost _________. Will he be able to _________ the Princess in time? You decide!
A super silly way to fill in the _______!
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.
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| NOUN ___________________________ |
| PLURAL NOUN ____________________ |
| ADJECTIVE ______________________ |
| PERSON IN ROOM __________________|
| VERB __________________________ |
| ARTICLE OF CLOTHING ____________ |
| COLOR __________________________|
| A PLACE _________________________ |
| NUMBER _________________________ |
| ADJECTIVE ______________________|
| COLOR __________________________|
| ADJECTIVE ______________________|
| NOUN __________________________ |
| NOUN __________________________ |
| EXCLAMATION ____________________|
| ADVERB _________________________ |
| VERB __________________________ |
| VERB ENDING IN “ING” ____________ |
| VERB __________________________ |
Having too many clothes to wear is a blessing and a/an ____________!

How do I know which outfit to choose when I have so many cute ____________ in my closet? Tonight’s the ____________ party at ____________’s house in the Valley, and I don’t know what to _____________. I guess I could wear my denim ____________ with a/an ____________ scrunchie. But I wore that to (the) ____________ last week! My baby doll dress with ____________-inch platform sneakers could work if I want to keep it cool and _____________. Or I could rock a/an ____________ T-shirt and super- ____________ jeans like Kate ____________ on the cover of ____________ Magazine. ____________! This is ____________ impossible. I’m going to ____________ Daddy’s credit card and go ____________ for new rags. I’d rather ____________ than be caught in last season’s clothes anyway. As if!
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

DON’T MESS WITH THE “DREAM TEAM”

VERB ____________________________

ADJECTIVE _______________________

NOUN ___________________________

COUNTRY _________________________

VERB ENDING IN “ING” ______________

PLURAL NOUN _____________________

PART OF THE BODY (PLURAL) __________

NUMBER __________________________

VERB _____________________________

ANIMAL __________________________

NOUN ____________________________

ADJECTIVE _________________________

COUNTRY _________________________

VERB ENDING IN “ING” ______________

PART OF THE BODY (PLURAL) __________
Sister: I can’t wait to ____________ for Team USA at the Summer Olympics in Barcelona. Our men’s basketball team is so ____________, people call them the “__________ Team.”

Brother: Sure, but you can’t count out Team ____________. I hear they train by _______________ up and down mountains with ________________ strapped to their ____________.

Sister: Every player on Team USA is over ____________ feet tall. They ______________ mountains for breakfast! There’s no way anyone can get past Larry ____________ or ____________ Johnson!

Brother: I admit, it’s a/an ____________ team. But I think I’ll root for Team ____________.

Sister: Are you ________________ me right now? You’re wearing a pair of Jordans on your ____________!
A super silly way to fill in the ________!

by Roger Price & Leonard Stern
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

JACK AND THE BEANSTALK

NOUN __________________________
NOUN __________________________
PERSON IN ROOM ___________________
PLURAL NOUN ____________________
ADJECTIVE ______________________
NOUN __________________________
PART OF THE BODY (PLURAL) __________
ADJECTIVE ______________________
ADJECTIVE ______________________
SILLY WORD ______________________
PLURAL NOUN ____________________
NUMBER __________________________
Once upon a time there was a/an ____________ named Jack who lived with his mother in a tiny _____________. The only thing they owned was a cow named _______________. Jack's mom told him to sell the cow to buy some _______________. On his way to the market, Jack met a stranger who said, "I'll trade you these ____________ beans for your cow." Jack agreed, but when his mom learned he had disobeyed her, she was angrier than a wild _______________ and threw the beans out the window. As they slept, the beans grew into a gigantic beanstalk. When Jack awoke, he couldn't believe his _______________. He immediately climbed the _______________ beanstalk. At the top, he met a/an _______________ giant. "Fee, fi, fo, _______________!" the angry giant bellowed. Jack quickly escaped, grabbing a hen that laid golden _______________, and quickly climbed down the beanstalk. With their newfound wealth, Jack and his mother bought _______________ cows and lived happily ever after.
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

LIVE WITH HANSEL AND GRETEL

ADJECTIVE ____________________________
PLURAL NOUN________________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
PLURAL NOUN________________________
PLURAL NOUN________________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
NOUN ________________________________
PLURAL NOUN________________________
NOUN ________________________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
CELEBRITY ____________________________
The following is a/an ______________ interview to be read aloud by

three ______________:

PLURAL NOUN

Host: Welcome to *Fairy Tale Forum*. We’re here live with the ______________

ADJECTIVE

Hansel and Gretel. Gretel, tell us what happened.

Gretel: Well, our ______________ stepmother kept taking us into the

ADJECTIVE

woods so we’d get lost.

Hansel: But I left a trail of ______________ so we could find our way back.

PLURAL NOUN

Host: But then something unexpected happened, right?

Gretel: Yes. We found a house made entirely of candy ______________.

PLURAL NOUN

Hansel: And we were so ______________ that we started to eat it. But

ADJECTIVE

then a witch popped out and put me in a/an ______________.

NOUN

Host: Oh, my ______________! How did you escape?

PLURAL NOUN

Hansel: Gretel pushed the witch into a/an ______________ and

NOUN

we ran home.

Host: What a/an ______________ story. Viewers, join us next time when

ADJECTIVE

we find out if Prince Charming is secretly dating ______________.

CELEBRITY
A super silly way to fill in the __________!

PLURAL NOUN

concept created by Roger Price & Leonard Stern
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

THE ORIGIN OF THE NINJA

ADJECTIVE _________________________
PLURAL NOUN________________________
A PLACE____________________________
NUMBER ____________________________
SILLY WORD ________________________
VERB ______________________________
ADVERB _____________________________
PLURAL NOUN_______________________
PLURAL NOUN_______________________
ADJECTIVE _________________________
PLURAL NOUN_______________________
PLURAL NOUN_______________________
PLURAL NOUN_______________________
VERB ENDING IN "ING"_______________
PART OF THE BODY (PLURAL) __________
Where do ninjas come from? Their beginnings are as mysterious and as _________ as those of any of the ancient _________ of the fourteenth century. Historians claim the ninjas originated in (the) _________ around _________ year(s) ago. The word ninja comes from the Japanese word _________ which means “to _________ _________.” Espionage was their primary job—they acted as secret _________, spying on the bad guys. They were hired by royalty and other powerful _________ to discover an enemy’s _________ weaknesses. They would sneak into opposing camps to steal passwords, battle plans, or _________.

Known for their stealth movements, ninjas avoided detection by disguising themselves as _________ and _________ quietly in the shadows. When it came to dealing with ninjas, people quickly learned to have _________ _________ in the back of their heads!
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you've created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

```
MY FIRST KUNG FU MASTER

NOUN __________________________
ADJECTIVE ______________________
A PLACE _________________________
PLURAL NOUN ___________________
PART OF THE BODY _______________
ADJECTIVE ______________________
NOUN __________________________
PART OF THE BODY _______________
ANIMAL _________________________
VERB (PAST TENSE) ______________
PART OF THE BODY _______________
EXCLAMATION ___________________
VERB ENDING IN "ING" ____________
NOUN __________________________
```
Master Fish Mouth was my first kung fu instructor—and the most awesome ______________ ever! The man was a/an ______________

NOUN ADJECTIVE
legend in (the) ______________, where he grew up. He still

A PLACE holds the record for breaking the most ______________ with his

PLURAL NOUN ______________. At my very first class with Master, he called me

PART OF THE BODY onto the floor. “I’m too ______________ to die,” I joked, because I

ADJECTIVE was kind of terrified. He handed me a tiny ______________ and
told me to balance it on my ______________. Then he slowly
told me to balance it on my ______________. Then he slowly
crouched down like a/an ______________. In a flash, he jumped

PART OF THE BODY up and ______________ in midair, swinging his ______________

VERB (PAST TENSE) PART OF THE BODY dangerously close to my body, and knocked the thing right off me!

EXCLAMATION “______________!” the class screamed in awe, clapping and

VERB ENDING IN "ING" wildly. Master took a deep bow, but I couldn’t
even move. I was pretty sure my ______________ had actually

NOUN stopped beating inside my chest.
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

FAMOUS CATS

ADJECTIVE ____________________________
NOUN ____________________________
NUMBER ____________________________
TYPE OF FOOD ________________________
PLURAL NOUN ________________________
VERB ____________________________
PERSON IN ROOM ______________________
PERSON IN ROOM (FEMALE) ____________
PLURAL NOUN ________________________
NOUN ____________________________
PART OF THE BODY ____________________
A PLACE ____________________________
PERSON IN ROOM (FEMALE) ____________
ADJECTIVE __________________________
ANIMAL ____________________________
From cartoons to social media, cats are everywhere. Here are a few of the most famous cats:

• Morris—the cat with the ___________ attitude and the posh ___________ is the “spokesperson” for ___________ Lives cat _________.

• Garfield—the famous comic-strip cat who hates ___________, loves to ___________, and has no respect for ___________; his owner’s dog.

• Smelly Cat—made famous in the song sung by ___________ on the TV show ___________.

• Grumpy Cat—an Internet ___________ known for her hilarious ___________ expressions.

• Stubbs—the mayor of (the) ___________, Alaska.

• Cat—the feline heroine of the movie Breakfast at __________’s.

• Tom—the ___________ cat that will never catch his archenemy, Jerry the ___________.

From MEOW LIBS® • Copyright © 2015 by Price Stern Sloan, an imprint of Penguin Group (USA) LLC, 345 Hudson Street, New York, NY 10014.
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

WHICH BREED IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

PART OF THE BODY (PLURAL) ________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
NOUN __________________________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
NOUN __________________________________
NOUN __________________________________
NOUN __________________________________
PART OF THE BODY (PLURAL) ________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
NOUN __________________________________
SILLY WORD __________________________
ADJECTIVE __________________________
A PLACE _____________________________
ADJECTIVE __________________________
PART OF THE BODY ______________________
COLOR ______________________________
ADJECTIVE __________________________
NOUN __________________________________
So you’re thinking of getting a cat. Whether you prefer cats with no _______ (plural) or _______ ears, there’s a/an _______ for you.

**Sphynx:** If you go for the _______ things in life, and don’t want to have to clean up cat hair, this is the _______ for you.

**Siamese:** Do you want a cat that sounds like a crying _______ and has crossed _______? Well then, go get a Siamese.

**Manx:** Looking for a cat with a sweet, _______ face and no _______? We suggest you get a/an _______.

**Maine coon:** How about a cat that’s the size of a/an _______ dog? If you don’t mind having to brush your cat every day, it sounds like you should get a/an _______ coon.

**Persian:** If you love a/an _______-looking cat with a scrunched-up _______, go get yourself a Persian.

**Snowshoe:** Do you love a cat with adorable _______ feet and a/an _______ personality? You may want a/an _______-shoe.
A super silly way to fill in the _________!

by Roger Price & Leonard Stern
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you've created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TALK LIKE A PIRATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADJECTIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVERB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADJECTIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLURAL NOUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLURAL NOUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLURAL NOUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PART OF THE BODY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOUN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PART OF THE BODY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ye can always pretend to be a bloodthirsty ________________, NOUN threatening everyone by waving yer ________________ sword ADJECTIVE in the air, but until ye learn to ________________ like a pirate, VERB ye’ll never be ________________ accepted as an authentic ADVERB ________________. So here’s what ye do: Cleverly work into yer NOUN daily conversations ________________ pirate phrases such as ADJECTIVE “Ahoy there, ________________,” “Avast, ye ________________,” PLURAL NOUN “Shiver me ________________,” Remember to drop all yer gs PLURAL NOUN when ye say such words as sailin’, spittin’, and fightin’. This will PLURAL NOUN give ye a/an ________________ start to being recognized as a PART OF THE BODY swashbucklin’ ________________. Once ye have the lingo down NOUN pat, it helps to wear a three-cornered ________________ on yer NOUN head, stash a/an ________________ in yer pants, and keep a/an NOUN ________________ perched atop yer ________________. Aye, PART OF THE BODY now ye be a real pirate!
MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

JOLLY ROGER

NOUN ______________________
NOUN ______________________
ADJECTIVE __________________
PLURAL NOUN __________________
ADJECTIVE __________________
PLURAL NOUN __________________
PLURAL NOUN __________________
NOUN ______________________
PLURAL NOUN __________________
NOUN ______________________
PART OF THE BODY __________________
PART OF THE BODY __________________
NOUN ______________________
ADJECTIVE __________________
PLURAL NOUN __________________
ADJECTIVE __________________
NOUN ______________________
PLURAL NOUN __________________
The black-and-white _______________ that waved in the breeze
atop a pirate ship was called a Jolly Roger. There are many theories
as to how the Jolly _______________ got its _______________ name, but most _______________ agree that the _______________ flag was designed to scare the living _______________ out of
captains and crews on merchant _______________. And indeed, it
did. When a lookout shouted, “_____________ ahoy!” and the
captain sighted the dreaded skull and cross-_____________, through his/her spy-_____________, not only did it strike terror
in his/her _______________, but it sent chills up and down the
_____________ of every member on the _______________.
However, nothing generated as much _______________ fear on merchant _______________ as the hoisting of a/an
_____________ red flag on a pirate _______________. The
red flag signaled that mercy would neither be asked for nor given—
no _______________ would be spared.
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THE ART OF ESPIONAGE

VERB ENDING IN "ING" ________________
ADJECTIVE __________________________
ADJECTIVE __________________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
ADJECTIVE __________________________
PERSON IN ROOM ______________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
A PLACE _____________________________
ADJECTIVE __________________________
CELEBRITY __________________________
NOUN _______________________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
ADJECTIVE __________________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
NOUN _______________________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
Espionage is the formal word for ________. In the shadowy world of spies, a/an ________ organization like the US government uses spies to infiltrate ________ groups for the purpose of obtaining top secret ________. For example, spies might have to crack the code for accessing confidential, ________ files, or their mission could be far more dangerous—like stealing the key ingredient for making ________’s award-winning Explosive Fudgy ________. Spies are found all over (the) ________—but they are not allowed to reveal their ________ identities. A teacher, ________, or even the little old ________ with the cane and fifteen pet ________ who lives next door to you could be a spy. The world of spying might seem glamorous and ________—but it’s filled with risks and ________! Sure, spies have a never-ending supply of supercool electronic ________, but they can’t trust any ________—which is why the number one rule of spies is to keep friends close—and ________ closer!
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SPY HALL OF FAME

PLURAL NOUN ____________________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
PERSON IN ROOM (MALE) ________________
NUMBER _____________________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
NOUN ________________________________
PART OF THE BODY ______________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
PART OF THE BODY ______________________
ADJECTIVE ____________________________
PLURAL NOUN _________________________
NOUN ________________________________
PART OF THE BODY ______________________
NOUN ________________________________
NOUN ________________________________
VERB ________________________________
CELEBRITY ___________________________
NOUN ________________________________
The Spy Hall of Fame honors the brave _______ of that _______ profession known as spying. Inductees include:

• **Bond**—Famously known as Agent Double "O" ________, this spy was as handsome as he was ________. Not only did Bond nab the bad ________ every time, he always won the ________ of the ________ woman as well.

• **Spyglass**—Whether it was designing a/an ________ pair of night-vision ________ or hiding a tiny camera inside a gold ________ that a spy could wear around his ________, Chuck was the go-to ________ for his wizardry in surveillance.

• **Joe the Spy**—Joe was your typical ________ next door. His high school yearbook denoted him as “Most Likely to ________.” Who would have thought this Average Joe would be the ________ of the spy world when he single-handedly took down an international ring of ________ robbers?!
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